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1. Summary

The time for performing production machine learning (ML) on an ad hoc basis is over. The
management of experimentation, deployment, and monitoring of ML models in a formalized,
consistent, governable, and rigorous manner is now essential. That discipline is called Machine
Learning Operations, or MLOps, and this report covers several platforms dedicated specifically to it.

The notion of MLOps seemed esoteric until recently, and it took a lot of outreach and education to
justify it. But things have moved quickly in the artificial intelligence (AI) world, and MLOps is now an
assumed necessity, rather than a debated issue. In fact, MLOps platforms are, at this point, absolutely
critical to any organization that seeks to adopt and implement machine learning in production, at
scale, reliably, repeatedly, and responsibly.

The full MLOps lifecycle is broad and no platform covers it all. Some platforms specialize in certain
parts of that lifecycle, while others span it and cover many aspects. Some take a UI-driven approach
and create proprietary technology underneath, while others are code-first and proudly allow users to
integrate many open source technologies. Still others look for a balance between these two
approaches, and cloud providers assemble their MLOps architectures with many building-block
services and add MLOps-specific functionality on top.

Many already-familiar technologies fit into the MLOps picture as well. Version control systems,
particularly those compatible with Git, are often used to manage scripts and notebooks, as well as
serialized models and, in some cases, data sets. Workflow and pipeline management figure heavily.
Management of containers and physical compute infrastructure, whether CPU- or GPU-based, is a
must for deploying models and for big training tasks. And core connectivity to file or object storage,
databases, and data warehouses is often essential in MLOps in the same way it is in conventional
analytics.

The rate of innovation in MLOps is quite rapid. As a result, buyers will need to select vendors that will
keep up and/or platforms that are extensible. This report will help you understand the different MLOps
approaches. We’ll see which approach each vendor applies, and at what breadth and depth. Readers
will also learn which vendors integrate MLOps functionality in a larger analytics platform, and which
players have created standalone specialty platforms. This coverage should also help you discover
your preferences in approach and capabilities, and pick a platform to match them.
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HOW TO READ THIS REPORT

This GigaOm report is one of a series of documents that helps IT organizations assess
competing solutions in the context of well-defined features and criteria. For a fuller
understanding consider reviewing the following reports:

Key Criteria report: A detailed market sector analysis that assesses the impact that key
product features and criteria have on top-line solution characteristics—such as scalability,
performance, and TCO—that drive purchase decisions.

GigaOm Radar report: A forward-looking analysis that plots the relative value and
progression of vendor solutions along multiple axes based on strategy and execution. The
Radar report includes a breakdown of each vendor’s offering in the sector.

Vendor Profile: An in-depth vendor analysis that builds on the framework developed in the
Key Criteria and Radar reports to assess a company’s engagement within a technology
sector. This analysis includes forward-looking guidance around both strategy and product.
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2. Key Criteria Comparison

Building on the findings from the GigaOm report, “Key Criteria for Evaluating MLOps,” Table 1
summarizes how each vendor included in this research performs in the areas that we consider
differentiating and critical in this sector, and these key criteria are discussed briefly below. The
objective is to give the reader a snapshot of the technical capabilities of different solutions and define
the perimeter of the market landscape.

Table 1. Key Criteria Comparison

Accuracy Monitoring and Ground Truth Facilitation: Standard monitoring may include logging
predictions and feature values passed. With accuracy ground truth facilitation, the actual values for
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those predictions can be registered after the fact as they become known. Automated monitoring
assures that model accuracy is maintained as a matter of process, and not only of policy.

Automated Retraining: If data drifts occur or accuracy slips below a predetermined threshold value,
the model will need to be retrained. Some MLOps systems can automatically extract training data,
retrain the model, and deploy it, sometimes at regular intervals, regardless of data drift or accuracy
issues, so that the model is always trained on recent data.

Interpretability and Explainability: Model interpretability and explainability allows a particular
prediction to be explained by citing certain feature values and then ranking them in order of impact
on the decision. Interpretability frameworks may render their explanations based on knowledge of the
model’s structure or, increasingly, on frameworks that treat the model as a black box and render
explanations based on empirical observations of predicted values. Explainability frameworks help
humans monitor and confirm that predictions and their explanations comport with common sense,
reality on the ground, and, in general, are fair.

Model Governance: Tracking processes is important, and as with a conventional data set, the data
used to train a model may derive from a number of sources and may have been taken through various
data transformations at specific times. Tracking the lineage of a machine learning model addresses
this dynamic.

A/B and Champion/Challenger Testing: Comparing models against each other for performance,
accuracy, and other metrics enables systems over time to determine which model is better and to
route all subsequent inference requests to it. Champion/challenger testing feeds the same
inferencing data into the production model and a newly developed model, analyzing the predictions
of each to see if the new “challenger” model is superior. It can then replace or retrain the production
model.

Data Management: Some MLOps platforms offer significant capabilities around management of the
source data, whether by managing data directly within the platform or by managing connections (and
metadata pertaining) to data in other platforms.

The evaluation metrics listed in Table 2 provide insight into the broad value that an MLOPs platform
can have to an organization. These high-level characteristics are largely informed by the more tactical
features and capabilities described in the Key Criteria table (Table 1).
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Table 2. Evaluation Metrics Comparison
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Dev/Test/Production Promotion: For MLOps to truly track DevOps, support for deployment to
separate test and production environments is also necessary. Typically, MLOps maintains such
environments within the construct of promoting models from development to test, and from test to
production. True workflows, accompanied by strict role-based permissions, are executed, ensuring
that only users in specific roles are authorized to approve promotion requests. When a model is first
promoted to test, a version number is assigned to it. Should a problem arise after promotion and
deployment of a model to production, a subsequent redeployment of the previous version can
accomplish a rollback of the deployed model quickly.

Model Repository: Many MLOps platforms allow versioned models to be formally cataloged in a
model repository, codifying and documenting the model and its metadata, including an inventory of
the model’s name, features, label, metrics including accuracy, optional tags, and a serialized copy of
the data used to train and test the model. A model repository helps make models discoverable by
others, maximizes the potential for reuse, and avoids duplicated efforts. It’s also useful for audit
purposes.

Source Code Control Integration: While some MLOps platforms impose a structure on model
development that merely emulates DevOps platforms, others manage that lifecycle using true
DevOps and CI/CD technologies directly. They do so by treating every machine learning asset,
including code, serialized models, and training data as version control project assets. This approach
allows versioning to be performed on each asset and for a change in any one of them to trigger
training and/or deployment of a new model. This also allows other MLOps constructs, such as data
drift monitoring, to fit into the DevOps paradigm.

GPU Support: All MLOps platforms have baseline support for hardware with GPUs, but some provide
more explicit support and optimizations. For example, those that support custom hardware
configurations can allow predefined GPU-based templates to enable more efficient training and
inferencing, depending on the algorithm and model complexity.

Collaboration: Virtually all the MLOps platforms reviewed allow some level of collaboration, including
the ability to add tags, labels, and comments to particular experiments, runs, or assets. Some go
further, enabling shared projects and more. Collaboration among data scientists, ML engineers, data
engineers, and IT personnel is critical for efficient production use of ML.

By combining the information provided in Tables 1 and 2, the reader can develop a clear
understanding of the technical solutions available in the market.
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3. GigaOm Radar

This report synthesizes the analysis of key criteria and their impact on evaluation metrics to inform the
GigaOm Radar graphic in Figure 1. The resulting chart is a forward-looking perspective on all the
vendors in this report, based on their products’ technical capabilities and feature sets.

Figure 1. GigaOm Radar for MLOps

The GigaOm Radar plots vendor solutions across a series of concentric rings, with those set closer to
center judged to be of higher overall value. The chart characterizes each vendor on two
axes—Maturity versus Innovation, and Feature Play versus Platform Play—while providing an arrow
that projects each solution’s evolution over the coming 12 to 18 months.

As you can see in the Radar chart in Figure 1, large, incumbent vendors Microsoft, SAS, and Amazon
Web Services have the maturity claim all to themselves, but only one of them—SAS—makes it into the
Leaders inner circle. SAS has been in the analytics space for decades, and with a deep understanding
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of customers’ ML operationalization pain points, the company has earned its position with a
compelling balance of feature and platform priorities. Microsoft and AWS, while huge, are relative
MLOps newcomers and their offerings reflect this posture as they move to coalesce their MLOps
platforms on top of their otherwise broad cloud offerings. Movement toward leadership and better
balance on the platform side is in the cards for both, with AWS adding capabilities at a rapid clip and
standing out as the sole Outperformer in the Radar.

Of the younger, more specialized players, we see Algorithmia, Cloudera, Dataiku, DataRobot, and
Iguazio all gathered in the Leaders region; with Dataiku boasting the best feature/platform play
balance, and DataRobot quite close in that respect. Algorithmia and Iguazio, as MLOps specialists,
show up on the Platform Play side of the fence. The remaining innovation-focused companies are
positioned on the Feature Play side of the Y axis because MLOps is not their main focus even if ML,
more generally, is.

Along with Dataiku, Domino takes a well-balanced feature/platform approach, but we’ve positioned
the latter as a Challenger. We nonetheless see Domino as having strong momentum toward
leadership in the MLOps space, as we do for Databricks. Alteryx, Allegro, and Paperspace are
Challengers now and will continue to be for some time, we feel, as their solutions are less broad and
their momentum less pronounced.

INSIDE THE GIGAOM RADAR

The GigaOm Radar weighs each vendor’s execution, roadmap, and ability to innovate to
plot solutions along two axes, each set as opposing pairs. On the Y axis, Maturity
recognizes solution stability, strength of ecosystem, and a conservative stance, while
Innovation highlights technical innovation and a more aggressive approach. On the X axis,
Feature Play connotes a narrow focus on niche or cutting-edge functionality, while
Platform Play displays a broader platform focus and commitment to a comprehensive
feature set.

The closer to center a solution sits, the better its execution and value, with top performers
occupying the inner Leaders circle. The centermost circle is almost always empty, reserved
for highly mature and consolidated markets that lack space for further innovation.

The GigaOm Radar offers a forward-looking assessment, plotting the current and projected
position of each solution over a 12- to 18-month window. Arrows indicate rate of progress,
with Outperformers deemed to be making strategic investments and showing exceptional
progress in advancing and reimagining their technology and offerings. Fast Movers are
judged to be making significant investments and showing notable forward progress in
these areas, while Forward Movers are deemed to be working to consolidate, refine, and
optimize their technology and offerings.
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Note that the Radar excludes vendor market share as a metric. The focus is on forward-
looking analysis that emphasizes the value of innovation and differentiation over incumbent
market position.
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4. Vendor Insights

Algorithmia Enterprise

Algorithmia’s approach to MLOps is to bring it as close as possible to formal, robust DevOps
practices. That means that nearly every aspect of the DevOps approach, including Git integration,
testing, deployment, management of infrastructure, security and permissions, and monitoring are
represented in the platform. It also means that the Algorithmia Enterprise is focused explicitly on
deployment and operations and deliberately does not include the development process in its scope,
meaning experiment management is not included in the platform.

That said, Enterprise does cover data management and cataloging, and allows data scientists to build
their own tests for model evaluation, which Algorithmia will run in an automated fashion, just as
DevOps platforms run unit tests in mainstream software development. The Enterprise Model Portfolio
(Algorithmia’s name for its model registry) functions much like a data catalog and is searchable by
model name, tag, or function; it supports ratings of models and can enumerate models that are most
used or recently added.

The Model Portfolio provides documentation of each model, with code snippets and an interactive
test interface built into the UI, and it containerizes each model, along with its dependencies. The
portfolio is Git-compatible, so it can be integrated with continuous integration/continuous deployment
(CI/CD) platforms for automated deployment. Additional support for automation and pipelines derives
from API-driven operations being a first-class Enterprise use case. Every API call is also duly logged,
enabling full auditability.

Speaking of containers and deployment, Algorithmia features K8s-based, elastic, autoscaling,
serverless infrastructure management for model inferencing, via CPUs and GPUs. In this environment,
every model is a serverless endpoint. Monitoring of a wide array of metrics and integration with
observability platforms (like Grafana and Data Dog) are included, though the platform features no
built-in, innate sense of monitoring accuracy or data drift or explainability.

Elaborate model versioning is provided, and all versions of any given model are always available,
making A/B testing and rollback of models a straightforward and key element of the platform. These
capabilities also enable evaluation and comparison of multiple models, or multiple versions of the
same model together, making champion/challenger testing another key tenet.

Strengths: Strong dedication to the full complement of DevOps-style functionality in an ML platform; a
good combination of a comprehensive UI, API, and external integrations; designed to meet enterprise
IT demands and pass with flying colors

Challenges: No support for the development phase of the ML lifecycle. DevOps-parity approach is
such that fundamental ML concepts, like drift, accuracy, and explainability, are not part of the
platform’s semantics.
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Allegro ClearML

Allegro AI’s ClearML, formerly known as Allegro Trains, is an MLOPs platform that focuses primarily on
the development process. Available in both open source and managed enterprise flavors, ClearML
provides robust support for experiment tracking and orchestration of distributed model training. It
does so on a mix of on-premises and cloud instance workers in a clustered compute environment,
based on a priority queuing scheme.

A structure of projects and experiments allows recording of comprehensive experiment details,
including required libraries and versions, hyperparameter values, and results. Experiment output
includes data visualizations of scalar metrics, including CPU/GPU utilization; plots from experiment
code; and rendering of debug images. Comparison of experiment runs, including full leaderboards, is
a hallmark feature of ClearML.

ClearML’s focus on the development side of the MLOps lifecycle makes it combinable with other
platforms, like Algorithmia’s, that are more focused on deployment and operations. While this begs
the question of whether a fully end-to-end platform might be a better solution, it’s important to keep in
mind that virtually all data science platforms are based on some “best of breed” component
composition and data scientists may well appreciate an MLOps platform focused on their own work.

Strengths: Experiment management, performance measurement, including visualization of key
metrics, and unified management of cloud and on-premises compute resources, including GPU-based
nodes.

Challenges: Platform does not deal with deployment or operations, drift monitoring or explainability,
leaving a big chunk of MLOps unaddressed. Functionality on the development side is very strong and
Allegro should consider covering the full MLOps lifecycle.

Alteryx Promote

Alteryx, well-known for its data preparation and integration bona fides, has made a name for itself in
machine learning through a combination of new capabilities, partnerships, and acquisitions. In 2017,
Alteryx acquired a Brooklyn-based company called Yhat, which was dedicated to the then-esoteric
focus of machine-learning model management and deployment. Its product became Alteryx Promote.

Like Yhat, Promote focuses exclusively on ML model management and deployment. In that capacity,
the product maintains a formal distinction among development, staging, and production
environments, and implements robust versioning around deployed models. Promote integrates with
the flagship Alteryx Designer product, but it can also be used from code via its API, and provides
prediction code snippets for cURL/shell scripts, R, Python, Ruby, Java, PHP, Salesforce, and Node.js.

Dedicated prediction servers are part of the platform in a multi-node architecture designed for high
availability. The UI allows ad hoc predictions from deployed models to be performed and can also
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show filterable history or previous predictions. Although part of the Alteryx stack, Promote can be
used with any open source R or Python model and erects API key-based authentication methods
around all deployed models. It also accommodates model metadata and metrics and sports
operational monitoring capabilities.

Strengths: Robust ML model deployment and serving capabilities, with full support for separate
development/staging/production environments. Good integration with Alteryx Designer while
maintaining ability to run standalone with models developed outside the Alteryx universe.

Challenges: Beyond deployment, key aspects of the MLOps lifecycle, including experiment
management, drift monitoring, and explainability, are intentionally not part of the platform.

Amazon SageMaker

MLOps on Amazon SageMaker employs a code-first approach, using Python-based APIs.
Foundational to the platform is a pipeline model using prebuilt or user-supplied Docker images (from
Elastic Container Registry, aka ECR) running on EC2 instances for preprocessing, training, validation,
and inference. These tasks are chained together into Amazon Step Function workflows that can be
exported to CloudFormation templates. Kubeflow or Airflow can be used in place of Step
Functions—those platforms have SageMaker support built-in.

The pipeline model is based on “input” code or data and output artifacts (including models), in which
said input and output items are placed in S3 buckets.

SageMaker has a number of intrinsic MLOps subcomponents, including:

• SageMaker Processing, for data engineering and model evaluation

• SageMaker Experiments, for organizing, running, and comparing a battery of train-and-test runs
and determining which is most successful

• SageMaker Training Jobs, for both initial model builds and retraining

• SageMaker Model Building Pipelines

• SageMaker Deployments

• The SageMaker model registry

• SageMaker Model Monitor

• SageMaker Debugger, to debug, monitor, profile, and optimize training jobs

• A/B testing via SageMaker endpoints and production variants

• SageMaker ML Lineage Tracking
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• SageMaker Clarify, for data-set bias detection and model explainability

• SageMaker Feature Store

Further MLOps functionality is achieved through integration with other AWS services. For example,
prediction endpoints get set up in AWS Lambda. Data preparation can be achieved using AWS Glue.
Retraining workflows can be scheduled, event-driven (for example, when new input data arrives), or
metric-based (if accuracy falls below a threshold or data drift occurs, for example) through a
combination of AWS Glue, EventBridge, and CloudWatch. CodeCommit, CodeBuild, and CodePipeline
are useful for version control and CI/CD.

Open source frameworks figure in SageMaker, too. We already mentioned the option to manage
pipelines with Kubeflow or Airflow, and SageMaker Clarify integrates with the open source SHAP
framework. Within SageMaker Studio are integrations for Jupyter notebooks, the Python programming
language, and various open source machine learning, deep learning, data analysis, and visualization
frameworks.

Strengths: Comprehensive MLOps functionality that ties in gracefully to other components in the AWS
ecosystem.

Challenges: Some of the MLOps stack is dependent on and fragmented across various AWS services.

Cloudera Machine Learning

Cloudera Machine Learning (CML) is delivered as part of Cloudera Data Platform, a multi/hybrid cloud
enterprise data platform. But despite its inclusion in a broader platform, CML is a comprehensive data
science solution with strong MLOps capabilities. Based on a system of projects (with support for
templates), workspaces, and teams, CML takes a code-first approach to machine learning that
supports, but does not require, notebooks. CML has a comprehensive user interface, integrates many
open source technologies by default, and can facilitate installation of others.

For both development and deployment, CML permits provisioning of containerized “workspaces.” In
these workspaces, data scientists can launch sessions and experiments, based on defined “engines,”
configured with a specific programming language kernel along with RAM and CPU/GPU profile. These
execute across the same Kubernetes (K8s)-based infrastructure that CDP manages for its other
workloads, on clusters in a private or public cloud. Management of all clusters is unified under
Cloudera’s Shared Data Experience (SDX) fabric and control plane. CML also features per-project file
storage with Git repository compatibility, and a Workbench environment with its own code editor,
output console, interactive command prompt, and terminal. As an option, CML can integrate with
other Web-based IDEs.

MLOps functionality includes experiments, builds, deployments, versioning, scheduled jobs, health
status, and accuracy monitoring with ground truth integration; model explainability via open source
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LIME and SHAP libraries; and auto-generation of apps in R using Shiny and Python using Flask. Rather
than implementing a standalone model repository, CML supports model lineage and governance
using SDX’s data catalog and does so in context with the customers’ data lakes and data warehouses,
rather than in isolation just for ML. The catalog and lineage visualizations track builds and
deployments in addition to the corresponding models themselves.

A collection of CML’s features, including accuracy monitoring, ground truth integration and
explainability, must be implemented in code, using a combination of CML API functions and open
source technologies installed and running in the project and workspace. But because Cloudera
supplies several detailed Applied ML Prototypes (AMPs), much of this code can be pre-written and run
in an automated fashion using the built-in job scheduler, allowing it to function as if it were fully native
to the platform.

This combination of native features and a wide-ranging UI on the one hand, balanced with
extensibility and AMPs on the other, provides a platform that data scientists may prefer, especially
since new libraries continue to emerge and gain momentum. The productivity benefits of an end-to-
end platform are in place, without losing the ability to customize and combine preferred frameworks.
Meanwhile, corporate standards, best practices, and prescriptive guidance can be enforced through
AMPs, and created by the customer’s data science team and/or trusted consulting partners.

Strengths: Coverage for the full MLOps lifecycle with flexible extensibility options. Integration with the
Cloudera platform coordinates machine learning and model governance with data engineering,
analytics, and data governance. Applied ML prototypes have the potential to create an ecosystem of
third parties and the data science community around the platform.

Challenges: Built-in automated retraining, champion/challenger testing, and maintenance of separate
dev/test/production environments with promotion, are lacking. Some customers may prefer more
tooling and UI assistance.

Databricks

MLOps in Databricks is primarily centered around the open source MLflow framework, which is chiefly
developed by Databricks, though it is embedded in other platforms as well. The managed MLflow
implementation within the Databricks platform goes beyond the open source version, though, with
several key enhancements.

Many of Databricks enhancements are to the model registry, including support for all model formats,
model and stage-based ACLs, email notifications and subscriptions and approval/collaboration
workflows.

MLflow initially concentrated very heavily on experiment tracking and so excels in that area. Later, a
model registry and deployment features were added and both are well thought out. The deployment
facility makes specific distinctions among development, staging, and production, versioning the
models as they are deployed. Along with Databricks CPU and GPU clusters, major cloud ML services
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are supported as deployment destinations.

In addition to the ability to handle ML workloads, advanced data engineering and data lake workloads
are Databricks’ sweet spot. With this capability comes support for collaborative notebooks, a job
scheduler (which has the ability to run notebooks as jobs), and sophisticated data layer management.
In fact, data lake, data engineering, and machine learning workloads can be co-mingled, and
deployed ML models can be called as user-defined functions (UDFs) that can inject prediction data
into existing dataframes in a single line of code. Databricks also integrates tightly with container
technology and several Git-compatible version control services.

Databricks’ recent addition to MLflow of logging to the open source SHAP explainability framework
facilitates integration of model explainability, and has been integrated with Databricks ML autologging
capability. The combination of the model registry and the “time travel” feature of Delta Lake (another
open source project developed by Databricks) helps make models at any given state reproducible,
something often required for regulatory compliance. And the SQL Analytics component of Databricks
(still in preview at the time this report was written) aids data exploration for building models as well as
their application in analytical scenarios.

Strengths: Native integration of dominant open source MLOps framework, augmented with
commercially-developed enhancements, from the team that built it; the ability to co-mingle data lake,
data engineering, and ML workloads in a single job. Excellent data layer and data source connectivity,
collaborative notebooks, and open source extensibility.

Challenges: Lacks certain capabilities that are typically found in dedicated MLOps platforms, including
extensive monitoring, champion/challenger testing and automated retraining.

Dataiku

Dataiku’s Data Science Studio (DSS) is an end-to-end data science platform, the scope of which is
broader than MLOps alone. It nonetheless supports MLOps functionality and the MLOps credo
impeccably.

The MLOps capabilities of DSS include security, deployment with GPU support, and full support for
model versioning and isolated design/test/production environments. Monitoring, app generation,
retraining, explainability, and bias-detection capabilities, as well as champion/challenger testing and
canary deployment, are also onboard. If that weren’t enough, the platform includes rich data
management capabilities and a searchable model repository with auto-generated model
documentation.

DSS offers collaboration features, source code control integration, CI/CD automation, and
comprehensive experiment management. DSS can be fully code/API-driven, is container-compatible,
and can run or deploy models to on-premises or cloud Kubernetes environments.
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Dataiku is committed to imbuing the AI discipline with rigor and automating the machine learning
development/deployment/monitoring workflow wherever feasible. MLOps is core to that vision and
Dataiku clearly takes it very seriously. Rather than impose MLOps bureaucratically, the company has
worked to weave its capabilities into the Dataiku tooling, so that data scientists can implement MLOps
comfortably, rather than be disrupted by it.

MLOps is still evolving. As a consequence, we should expect more functionality to be added to the
DSS platform on an iterative basis.

Strengths: Extremely comprehensive coverage of the full MLOps lifecycle. Strong support for ethical,
fair AI practices. Robust enablement of automation.

Challenges: Not many, though Dataiku might do well to consider adding feature store capabilities.

DataRobot

DataRobot, despite its reputation as a platform for citizen data scientists, provides solid support for
industrial-grade MLOps in its platform. Just as its December, 2019 acquisition of Paxata gave it
excellent data preparation capabilities, DataRobot’s acquisition of ParallelM earlier that same year
brought no-compromise MLOps to its platform.

MLOps in DataRobot provides automated feature engineering and a model registry, along with
management of all models (including those developed on other platforms) in one central dashboard.
Also included are model monitoring, with detection of drift and performance degradation, definition of
custom development environments, and governance/compliance with role-based approval workflows
and full auditability.

DataRobot provides full-featured model leaderboards, from which models can be directly deployed to
production environments. Deployment is effected through the leaderboard’s Predict option; other
options include Evaluate, Understand (for prediction explanations and feature impact), Describe (for a
model blueprint with feature engineering and algorithm details), and Compliance (for model
documentation).

Deployment creates a rich object with name, endpoint, description, and a toggle to enable/disable
tracking of data drift. It is also highly manageable, with a “single pane of glass” view that can surface
important metrics like health status, number of predictions served, drift—if the aforementioned toggle
is set—and accuracy. These management features span models deployed to both DataRobot
prediction servers and cloud platforms, the latter enabled by a monitoring agent deployed with the
model. Operational status can be monitored externally as well, and includes the ability to subscribe to
event alerts (regarding a new deployment, for example) in Slack.

DataRobot provides full champion/challenger testing for deployed models. It can export its scoring
code and can also generate optimizer, what-if, and predictor applications, making it easier for
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business users to work with models. The predictor apps include prediction-level explainability and the
platform supports a unique “humility monitoring” capability that allows rule-based actions to trigger
when predictions or feature values fall outside of a specific range. Such actions can include overriding
the prediction, throwing an error, or simply logging the event.

Strengths: DataRobot’s MLOps functionality, accompanying a citizen data scientist/AutoML platform,
offers extensive UI usability features along with enterprise-level operational sophistication. Agent-
based cross-platform monitoring, explainability, and the unique humility feature enable DataRobot to
offer an extremely rich and complete data science platform with strong MLOps emphasis.

Challenges: DataRobot’s MLOps platform is based on its own UI and proprietary functionality, and
much less on the open source, code-first orientation of other platforms. Data scientists may find the
lack of direct support for their preferred tooling unnerving. Other customers, though, may prefer
DataRobot’s turnkey approach.

Domino Data Lab

Domino Data Lab is a fully open platform, built on a completely container/Kubernetes-oriented
paradigm. Experiments can be run in batch and an experiment tracker lets you see a summary of
results, letting users compare metrics like accuracy and view concatenated output from all experiment
runs.

Work in Domino Data Lab is performed within the paradigm of environments and projects.
Environments define a collection of tools and frameworks and are materialized as container images. A
profile of each environment—including its visibility, revision history, associated data sets and models,
and the projects that use the image—is available in the Domino UI.

Projects have their own file system, tracked stages (ideation, data acquisition and exploration, R&D,
validation, production, and monitoring), status, and even percentage of project goals achieved. An
activity view provides a summary of project-related events.

There is also a reproducibility engine that helps ensure, if necessary, models at any project state can
be completely reconstructed, including their input data sets, packages and tools used, parameters,
key results, and details of the infrastructure used to run experiments.

A job scheduling subsystem facilitates important recurring tasks like automatic data refreshes, nightly
model retraining, auto-publishing of new, versioned model APIs, and configurable notifications/alerts
for successes and failures. A test harness for running predictions on deployed models is provided, as
are prediction code snippets in seven programming languages and cURL-based shell scripting.

Apps can be generated and published to Domino’s “Launchpad,” where user engagement with each
app can be tracked. Domino also features a control center that tracks compute spend, with per-user
detailing. The control center data can be exported, allowing visualization of it in external BI tools.
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Much like Cloudera Machine Learning, Domino provides a robust UI and core MLOps constructs but is
highly customizable. This provides the kind of flexibility that most data scientists demand, while
staying within a governable framework.

Strengths: End-to-end lifecycle coverage; good balance of core functionality and extensibility. Unique
reproducibility engine is a boon to ML governance and compliance.

Challenges: Limited drift monitoring and explainability features. Code-first approach won’t be
appropriate for every organization.

Iguazio Data Science Platform

Iguazio, a company originally specializing in real-time streaming analytics, is now solidly focused on
data science and MLOps. Its Data Science Platform covers the full machine learning lifecycle with a
mix of proprietary technology, mainstream open source technology, and two open source projects of
its own. The scope of the platform covers everything from an in-memory data layer and basic
experiment tracking to deployment, hosting, monitoring, and a built-in feature store.

The centerpiece of the platform is a Kubernetes-based, serverless function hosting platform for
serving trained models. This function layer, based on Iguazio’s open source Nuclio project, builds in
Jupyter notebooks and a broad array of data science-relevant Python libraries, and accommodates
installation of additional libraries of the customer’s choosing. On the compute side, the function layer
handles a mix of CPU and GPU resources, and features a “scale to zero” capability that deallocates
resources when idle, thus assuring their efficient utilization.

Iguazio’s earlier specialization in streaming analytics means the Data Science Platform includes an in-
memory engine-based multi-model data layer that makes possible high-performance data exploration,
feature engineering, and experimentation. Experimentation is further supported by Iguazio’s open
source MLRun technology, which automatically logs each run’s key parameters, inputs, outputs and
labels, and allows execution of any given experiment on the local machine or a beefy compute cluster,
all with minimal changes, according to the company. Model development is also facilitated through
configuration of customized development environments (“services” in Iguazio’s parlance), including
associated environment variables, K8s PVCs (persistent volume claims), and the memory, CPU, and
GPU resources to be allocated.

Real-time feature engineering, built-in monitoring with automated drift detection, retraining, and
metrics collection in production, along with the aforementioned feature store, mean that Iguazio
makes possible robust operationalization of ML models in addition to their development. This is
further assured by the platform’s end-to-end pipeline functionality based on support for API-driven
operation and integration of the open source Kubeflow project in the platform.

The Iguazio Data Science Platform is rounded out by a comprehensive user interface that supports all
the features described in this review, and provides full cluster and security administration. Finally, a
recently added API Gateway adds support for A/B testing and canary rollout of models.
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Strengths: Integrated feature store, experiment management, automation of drift detection and
retraining, serverless hosting capabilities, and data layer.

Challenges: Little in the way of explainability/interpretability features or explicit dev/staging/
production promotion (though the last of these can be achieved through pipelines using GitHub
Actions, Kubeflow and MLRun). Model registry and collaboration capabilities are modest.

Microsoft Azure Machine Learning

Microsoft’s approach to MLOps, like that of other cloud providers, combines certain features native to
its ML platform with other broader cloud platform features. Through a hierarchical structure of
workspaces, experiments, and runs, Azure ML provides experiment management, deployment,
explainability, a model registry, a run-history service, pipelines, and drift monitoring.

Azure ML also interfaces with Azure Data Factory for data preparation in service of feature
engineering; Azure Pipelines—including a task-specific ML extension—for CI/CD; and Azure Event
Hubs, with event support for model registration, deployment, training runs, data drift detection, and
run status failure. Further integration with Azure Logic Apps, Azure Functions and webhooks, as well
as Azure Resource Manager (ARM), facilitates a degree of automation that covers most every use
case. Finally, Azure ML integrates with GitHub, as one might expect, given Microsoft’s acquisition of
the company in 2018.

MLOps in the Azure ML world is a more piecemeal affair than it is on pure play data science platforms,
stitching together native capabilities and features from other Azure cloud services. Certain native
features are available only through code and not through the visual user interface. Some may thus
find the Azure MLOps learning curve steeper than those of the pure-play platforms, but shops that are
code-first in their approach, have adopted Azure broadly, and have the in-house skill sets to match,
will appreciate that MLOps functionality is additive to services they already know and use.

Microsoft has developer-friendliness built into its DNA and we can expect further evolution of its
MLOps capabilities as a result. Support for Python, R, and Jupyter is already present in the company’s
vastly popular and cross-platform Visual Studio Code IDE. Perhaps MLOps capabilities will surface
there as well, for data scientists and ML engineers who want to venture beyond Azure ML’s
notebooks.

Strengths: Full lifecycle ML support, from data prep to deployment and drift monitoring to
explainability. Microsoft’s long history with ALM and DevOps, its Azure DevOps service, and its
ownership of GitHub undergird an earnest and emphatic dedication to the key tenets of MLOps:
operations support and automation.

Challenges: As with other cloud providers, MLOps on Azure is more a collection of features, added in
a piecemeal fashion, than it is a discrete platform. While loyal Azure customers will in fact prefer this
approach, those newer to Microsoft’s ecosystem may find it adds some friction to adoption.
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Paperspace Gradient

Paperspace Gradient is a freemium machine learning service fully based on containerized
environments and a notebook-centric approach to working. Simply pick a pre-built container image
with the appropriate collection of common frameworks, with JupyterLab and Paperspace’s own
notebook app built-in, and you’ll be up and running in no time. Ready-to-run sample notebooks can
get new users started quickly.

Gradient is cloud-hosted by default but can also run on-premises. Gradient’s sister service is
Paperspace Core, a cloud GPU platform. Thus, Paperspace’s infrastructure for training and serving
models includes both CPU and GPU instances, and provides for secrets and file storage. While free
for training models, deployment of models on to Paperspace’s infrastructure for inferencing requires a
subscription, with entry-level pricing of $8/month at the time this report was written.

A hierarchical structure of teams, workspaces, projects, and experiments provide the basis for
Gradient’s data science platform. MLOps functionality includes versioned deployments, scheduled
jobs, autoscaling infrastructure with support for distributed model training, and some basic monitoring
capabilities. CI/CD support is made possible through GitHub integration tight enough to allow a Git
push operation to automatically trigger an experiment run (operationalization of notebooks rounds out
this capability).

Experiments and deployments can be orchestrated using the UI or via CLI/API. Deployment to AWS,
Azure, Google, or the customer’s own infrastructure, instead of Paperspace-managed cloud instances,
is supported.

Strengths: GPU support (especially given the Paperspace Core sister service), experiment
management, deployment, and model management are all strong suits.

Challenges: Advanced features like accuracy and drift monitoring, as well as explainability, are
lacking.

SAS Model Manager/Visual Machine Learning

SAS has been a commercial business since the 1970s and has been in the machine learning game for
decades, starting from when the discipline was called data mining. While ML was obviously less
sophisticated in those days, it has been important to many SAS customers ever since, giving the
company time to assess enterprise customers’ needs in operationalizing ML models. As a result, the
SAS offering for MLOps, which the company refers to as ModelOps, is very strong. The MLOps
capabilities are part of both SAS Model Manager and SAS Visual Data Mining and Machine Learning,
each of which are components of the company’s overarching Viya platform.

The MLOps functionality spans data ingest (stream and batch) with lots of connectors and automated
data quality and data engineering. Using Model Studio, a thin-client browser-based tool, customers
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can create machine learning pipelines in a code-first fashion (using Python, R, or SAS’ own
programming language) or visually using a drag-and-drop pipelining tool. The two approaches can be
blended, as well, since code snippets from the visually designed pipelines may be used.

Deployment is also covered, as is a model repository. In fact, SAS supports multiple such repositories,
which is how users of the platform can set up separate dev, test, and production environments. The
company says that accuracy monitoring, automated retraining, interpretability/explainability, testing
(both A/B and champion/challenger), and application generation are all supported.

A feature of the SAS platform called SAS Exchange allows for collaboration and creation of a best
practices repository. It also provides some of the same functionality found in feature stores. And like
many of the other MLOps platforms reviewed in this report, SAS is very Kubernetes-oriented, allowing
it to offer multiple runtimes for CPU and GPU, as well as for batch and in-memory processing. The
containerized approach also makes the entire Viya platform work both cloud-natively and cloud-
agnostically.

Agnostic or not, SAS has a strong partnership with Microsoft, allowing its platform to run on Azure and
integrate with Microsoft’s Power Platform, with both use cases being first-class scenarios. In addition
to that partnership, in January 2021, SAS acquired Boemska, a company specializing in analytic
workload management and data science applications on the SAS platform.

SAS has a lot going for it, not least of which is the company’s long history in the analytics and ML
sectors. Combined with its acquisitions and partnerships, the impressive capabilities of the SAS
MLOps platform make it an appealing option even for organizations who don’t identify as a “SAS
shop.”

Strengths: Offers a strong, mature platform that boasts a wide range of innovative MLOps features.
Features balanced support for open source languages and frameworks, while leveraging skill sets
that pertain to the popular SAS platform and ecosystem. Well-balanced solution that supports both
visual and code-first approaches

Challenges: Tight coupling with other components of the broader SAS Viya platform may pose a
challenge for shops not aligned on the Viya stack (though certain customers will likely see this design
as a strength).

Splice Machine

Splice Machine began life as a relational database platform, using Apache HBase and Apache Spark
under the hood. But the company has built on that foundation with Feature Store, MLOps, and
modeling functionality to address real-time AI use cases. The feature store in particular is
implemented in a way that makes the role, importance, and mechanics of that MLOps category more
understandable. Splice Machine also integrates the open source MLflow project (examined in our
earlier review for Databricks), Apache Spark, and Jupyter notebooks. As a result, mainstream MLOps
capabilities, including experiment management, deployment, and a model registry are implemented
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as well. The combination of “conventional” MLOps capabilities and an intriguing feature store
implementation made Splice Machine a good fit for our report, despite the fact that Splice presents as
a database platform.

We provided a general description of feature stores in the emerging, game-changing technologies
section of this report. But what makes Splice Machine’s approach unique is that everything happens
within the database, and this makes possible certain efficiencies and new capabilities:

• Data wrangling and feature engineering can be implemented either as SQL scripts/stored
procedures/views, or as PySpark code in a notebook (since Splice Machine integrates Spark and
implements its own Spark data source for direct, high-performance read/write data access).

• Feature sets, that is, data sets consisting of the feature data from a single data source—can live
together in their own tables.

• ML models, trained in PySpark code that queries all the relevant feature sets, can be serialized and
stored in the database as well.

• Inferencing doesn’t have to execute as a call to a REST endpoint (though it can). Instead, the
feature inputs can simply be inserted in a new row in a special table, which then executes the
prediction implicitly through an ON INSERT trigger, which will then add the predicted value label
value in its own column in the row that was just added.

• Since the original training data and logged predictions are all in the database, drift monitoring can
be determined simply by querying the database. These queries can be run on a predetermined
frequency and alerts can be generated if drift exceeds a specific threshold.

• If ground truth is later inserted in the same special tables used for inferencing, accuracy
monitoring can be implemented and managed in a similar manner, as can automated retraining.

• Other MLOps tasks, including model and prediction explainability, can be run similarly in the
database context.

What Splice Machine’s feature store implementation demonstrates is that feature stores, and MLOps
in general, are extremely data-centric. Features, labels, and predictions are data. And even ML models
can be serialized as BLOBs and stored in the database. Furthermore, the applications that use
databases are, in fact, the same applications to which the addition of predictive capabilities can be
most useful. And these applications will execute most efficiently when the training, monitoring,
retraining, and inferencing are brought to the data, rather than the other way around.

Whether Splice Machine pivots to become a ML company rather than a database company is
uncertain, but its implementation demonstrates an important tenet: machine learning and MLOps are
essential to business software applications. As such, they should be brought into the fold with the
same level of integration and first-class status as are operational and analytical databases, DevOps
and DataOps.
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Strengths: An excellent mix of conventional MLOps and feature store capabilities implemented in the
context of a hybrid transactional/analytical database.

Challenges: Some of the full complement of MLOps capabilities, like model governance, explainability,
GPU support, and integration of container, source code control, and CI/CD technology are not
implemented.
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5. Analyst’s Take

As this report details, the MLOps field is amply covered by a combination of pure-play vendors,
enterprise data/analytics players, and the major cloud providers. Some are focused on the
development end and others on deployment and production monitoring. Some cover the full range of
the ML lifecycle, but have specific strengths and gaps in their platforms.

Common version control and container technologies play a big part, as do open source projects.
Cloud infrastructure and services are often integral to MLOps, especially in the context of GPU
technology, data lakes, and analytics. We’ve also seen that a few MLOps platforms can generate fully
functional applications and that others may follow. And, as platforms get more sophisticated in
managing training pipelines and monitoring for drift and accuracy, decomposing those capabilities
from the data set level to the feature level—using feature stores—may become commonplace.

One important point not yet made is that MLOps is an important enabler of ethical, responsible use of
AI. While mere adoption of an MLOps platform won’t magically ensure this outcome, it’s a critical
ingredient in support of it. Consistently making certain that models remain accurate, vigilantly
detecting data drift, and assuring model/prediction explainability are prerequisites to ensuring models
are being used competently and fairly. Automating all of this is critical, too, because manual
implementation will not be reliable, especially as enterprises deploy ever-larger numbers of ML
models and adoption of them throughout the organization increases.

As is the case with conventional software development, bespoke approaches to working may be
sufficient in early, experimental and proof-of-concept phases. But once an organization makes ML a
standard, operational part of the business, a robust, consistent and well-engineered approach to
implementing it becomes an absolute requirement.

This report was written to make the details of MLOps more understandable and less intimidating. In
fact, it’s our hope that we’ve made MLOps exciting, if such a thing is possible. Most important, though,
is that the report will help make adoption of MLOps more actionable for you, and increase your
conviction in pursuing it.
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6 About Andrew Brust

Andrew Brust
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Andrew has tracked the Big Data and Analytics industry since its inception, as Gigaom’s Research
Director and as ZDNet’s lead blogger for Big Data and Analytics. Andrew co-chairs Visual Studio Live!,
one of the nation’s longest-running developer conferences. As a seasoned technical author and
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7. About GigaOm

GigaOm provides technical, operational, and business advice for IT’s strategic digital enterprise and
business initiatives. Enterprise business leaders, CIOs, and technology organizations partner with
GigaOm for practical, actionable, strategic, and visionary advice for modernizing and transforming
their business. GigaOm’s advice empowers enterprises to successfully compete in an increasingly
complicated business atmosphere that requires a solid understanding of constantly changing
customer demands.

GigaOm works directly with enterprises both inside and outside of the IT organization to apply proven
research and methodologies designed to avoid pitfalls and roadblocks while balancing risk and
innovation. Research methodologies include but are not limited to adoption and benchmarking
surveys, use cases, interviews, ROI/TCO, market landscapes, strategic trends, and technical
benchmarks. Our analysts possess 20+ years of experience advising a spectrum of clients from early
adopters to mainstream enterprises.

GigaOm’s perspective is that of the unbiased enterprise practitioner. Through this perspective,
GigaOm connects with engaged and loyal subscribers on a deep and meaningful level.
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8. Copyright

© Knowingly, Inc. 2021 "GigaOm Radar for Evaluating Machine Learning Operations (MLOps)" is a
trademark of Knowingly, Inc.. For permission to reproduce this report, please contact
sales@gigaom.com.
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